
North Brownsville Ambulatory Surgery Center 
5700 North Expressway, Suite 201 Brownsville, TX  78526      Scheduling:  956.698.4970   fax: 956.350.8742 

 []  Roberto Ponce, MD     []  Carlos Ponce, MD      []  Javier De La Garza, MD      []  Pastor Alvarado, MD            
 
Date of procedure:  _______________________________________ Requested time:  ______________ 
 
Patient Name:  ___________________________________________        Male  /  Female 
 
Allergies:  ____________________________________        SSN:  _______________________________ 
 
Pt. Phone Number:  _______________________________________        DOB:  ___________________ 
 
Insurance:  __________________________________ Policy #:  ____________________________ 
 
 

Diagnosis (ICD-10): 
[]  abdominal pain R10.84  []  anemia D50.9    []  bloating R14.0 
[]  blood in stool K92.1  []  change in bowel habits R19.4       []  constipation K59.00 
[]  diarrhea R19.7   []  diverticulosis K57.30              []  dysphagia R13.10 
[]  dyspepsia R10.13   []  epigastric pain R10.13    []  fecal occult blood pos. R19.5  
[]  GERD K21.9    []  hx of colon cancer Z85.038    []  hx of colon polyps Z86.010   
[]  internal hemorrhoids K46.8  []  left lower quadrant pain R10.32  []  left upper quadrant pain R10.1  
[]  nausea R11.0   []  occult blood in stool    []  peptic ulcer disease [A]  
[]  peptic ulcer disease [C] K27.9       []  rectal bleeding K62.5   []  rectal prolapse  
[]  rectal pain K62.89   []  right upper quadrant pain R10.11  []  screening Z12.11   
[]  vomiting R11.10   []  weight loss R63.4          
[]  ______________________________________   []  ____________________________________ 
           

Obtain procedure consent for: 
[]  Esophagogastroduodenoscopy with possible biopsy or polypectomy (43239) 
 
[] Enteroscopy (44360)  

[] with possible biopsy or polypectomy (44361) 
 
[] Diagnostic colonoscopy (45378) 

[] with possible biopsy, possible polypectomy, or other indicated procedures (45380) 
 [] with possible rubber band ligation of internal hemorrhoids (44621) 

 
[]  Screening colonoscopy (G0121) 

Orders: 
[]  Patient to be NPO after midnight except for prep and blood pressure or cardiac medications. 
[]  Start IV of 1000 mL LR @ KVO.  Use 500 mL NS if patient has renal disease. 
[]  Fingerstick blood glucose if patient is diabetic. 
[]  Urine hCG if female patient is of child bearing age. 
[]  Other:  _________________________________________________________________________. 
 
 
Physician Signature:  _________________________________________________________________ 


